
 

2019 AYC Score Check Guidelines 

 

One rostered adult representative per team should proceed to the Score Check table 
immediately after their team’s performance and wait for the scores to be ready, teams 
neglecting to pick up their scores from the Score Check table forfeit their right to challenge.  

One rostered representative per team may challenge difficulty scores and point deductions. 
Challenges must be submitted within 10 minutes of their teamscores being available, and the 
team representative must give a complete description of what they are challenging, see score 
check form. Teams sending more than one representative to score check will forfeit their right to 
challenge. 

Score Check representatives have the ability to review and determine if the difficulty scores via 
official event video are within the correct range. Only the skill in question will be reviewed, not 
the entire video. If the score does not appear to be in the correct range, the Score Check 
representative will bring the discrepancy to the attention of the Head Official.  Only the head 
official can change difficulty scores. 

Score Check representatives have the ability to review and determine if the point deductions via 
official event video or video provided by the team challenging are accurate.  Once a coach has 
entered a challenge on the point deductions, the entire routine will be reviewed and further 
penalties may be found and added, the final penalty score will stand, be it higher or lower than 
the original deduction.  If a penalty cannot be verified no change will be made. The Score Check 
representatives can change point deductions after reviewing with he safety official. 

Any representative found to be abusing the staff or system involved with Score Check will forfeit 
their rights to challenge any and all scores for the remainder of the season. Teams may also be 
issued sportsmanship penalty of 2.5 points depending on the severity of their actions.  
  
Scores will not be adjusted after final awards ceremonies. Technique scores cannot be 
challenged. Teams cannot challenge scores that are within the range, teams must use the form 
provided when challenging scores and deductions. 


